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Future of Travel
Introduction

The people defining  
the future of travel

For more than a decade, the travel industry has 
experienced significant digital disruption. As the  
next generation of technology arrives, led by Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and machine learning, we wanted 
to learn more about its potential impact on travel. 
We asked leaders from some of the world's most 
innovative travel brands to share their perspectives on 
how technology will change the future of this industry.
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Achieving digital 
excellence

Travel is a diverse sector containing many types of 
customer interaction, so it’s no surprise that in weighing 
the impact of digital transformation, there are wide views 
on which opportunities to prioritize. To get a handle on this, 
we interviewed 14 senior leaders from brands including 
Hilton, Emirates, Expedia, Hotel Tonight and Air Canada. 

Our interviewees hold senior roles in their organizations, 
many of them with titles explicitly referencing digital, 
mobile, UX and optimization. This reflects those brands’ 
awareness of the need to continuously innovate while 
embedding digital skills and responsibilities at the very 
heart of the organizational structure.

In this book, we will explore how these leaders and their 
organizations are shaping up for digital transformation.  
How did their forward planning come to fruition? When 
have been their successes? And which initiatives will 
require more attention? 



Future of Travel
Introduction
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Questions we’ve 
sought to answer:

•      How large businesses with legacy systems are 
mobilizing for action

•      How the application of new technologies and platforms 
are helping businesses serve their customers at scale 
(without losing the human touch)

•      Which processes and hiring strategies can be adopted 
to facilitate personalization



Meet our contributors

These travel professionals kindly gave their time and shared 
their experience for this report. We sought representatives 
from all corners of the industry to ensure a broad and 
comprehensive set of perspectives.

Future of Travel
Meet our Contributors
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The DNA of digital 
transformation

Our contributors were unanimous on 
the climate and culture required for 
innovation. Direction needs to come 
from the very top. 

Geraldine Calpin, Chief Marketing Officer 
at Hilton explains “You need to have great 
execution and recruitment pathways 
to get people who understand digital 
technology into your teams.” Reflecting 
this reality, Hilton’s digital vision is guided 
from the highest levels of the company. 
“We’re very forward looking and that is 
driven by our CEO. Sometimes people 
ask: how have you managed to achieve 
what you've achieved at Hilton? And I 
would say that, generally, the company 
needs to have ambition in its culture and 
in its blood… It has to be hungry.”

On a more personal level, Geraldine 
describes herself as a serial entrepreneur, 
citing one example where she recruited 
150 people in just six months to 
support Edge, an industry-first program 
combining demand generation and 
ecommerce support for hotels.

Geraldine says that maintaining a strong 
connection to the workforce is critical 
to understanding the issues customers 
are facing. “We do customer research, 
we do do focus groups, but we also 
crowdsource ideas from around 300,000 
team members who interface every day 
with our customers.”

At Expedia, a company born in the 
digital era, Arthur Chapin, SVP Global 
Product & Design, stresses the 
importance of maintaining a spirit of 
innovation at scale. “We have over one 
hundred user experience specialists, 
and they come from various different 
disciplines,” he says, explaining how 
recruiting from diverse backgrounds 
can help engender original thinking. 

Arthur also adds that, over time, 
Expedia has become more scientific 
about the process of ideating and 
creating user experiences. The brand 
now has three Innovation Labs in 
London, Singapore and Bellevue, WA, 
the company’s headquarters, focused 
on user design, employing eye tracking 
and facial electromyography to explore 
user response while searching for 
travel, and the impact of new designs 
on emotional measures such as delight 
and frustration.

We have over one hundred 
user experience specialists.

Arthur Chapin
Expedia

Future of Travel
The DNA of digital transformation
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Facial electromyography in action at Expedia's Innovation Lab



According to Carlos Faxas, Air Canada’s 
Head of Digital Product Management, 
“You need an innovation mindset and 
an appetite for a little bit of risk.  Our 
leadership has a bold eye for the future; 
they trust our predictions, but in the 
end we’re also measured against sound 
business metrics.” In addition to strong 
leadership support, Carlos says that 
Air Canada’s structure is designed to 
encourage new ideas. “We don’t innovate 
in silos, but instead we try to look across 
the entire enterprise when we look  
for innovation.”

Carlos expresses some envy over the 
freedom enjoyed by completely new 
platforms like Uber, which he describes 
as a “net new company.” While he 
acknowledges that much complexity 
still stands in the way of airlines sharing 
information with other travel businesses, 
he believes that there would be a greater 
climate of innovation if “airlines started 
offering APIs to foster integrations.”

Atle Skalleberg, Chief Digital Officer 
at Flight Centre Travel Group, sums 
up his role as being the group’s ‘head 
of digital transformation’. With more 
than 30 brands making up the Flight 
Centre group, the brand has a lot of 
customer data to unify before it can 
see a single view of the customer. In his 
experience, Atle says that this kind of 
complex integration problem should 
be regarded as a marathon, not a 
sprint. Despite the number of business 
models at Flight Centre, he insists, 
“phase one of the digital transformation 
is satisfying common needs across 
all of the businesses, concerning the 
storage, access and speed at which 
data can be utilized. Having a global 
strategy for this ensures we’re not 
solving the same problem twice.”

You need the right kind 
of leadership, with an 
innovation mindset and an 
appetite for a little bit of risk.

Carlos Faxas
Air Canada

Future of Travel
The DNA of digital transformation
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Flight Centre has vast quantities of customer data to 
unify before it can see a single view of the customer



The right data and the  
right technology

Access to reliable, structured data 
should be at the heart of any rigorous 
optimization strategy. Most businesses 
have plenty of data, but it can be difficult 
to operationalize unless the groundwork 
has been done.

Andre Azer, VP Marketing, 
StudentUniverse says, “The first step is 
figuring out the utilization of your data. 
It’s easy to say customization, but what 
are you customizing for? Are you trying 
to gain more sales first, or are you trying 
to make the experience better? Are you 
trying to get the consumer to understand 
the value that you're bringing to the table, 
or to build the brand equity and loyalty 
piece? Focus is important.”

The travel industry faces many 
challenges with data. If you’re a hotel 
chain, each hotel might be on a separate 
ecommerce system. If you’re an Online 
Travel Agent (OTA), what visibility do you 
have of the customer after their trip? If 
you’re an airline, how do you manage all 
the other systems that make up the travel 
experience, from chauffeur booking 
to inflight entertainment? While these 
are complex problems, the good news 
is that all of our participants have seen 
significant breakthroughs in how they 
manage and utilize data.

When we make digital 
innovations, they’re 
available everywhere, 
at any of our hotels, 
anywhere in the world.

Geraldine Calpin
Hilton

Future of Travel
The right data and the right technology
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“In Hilton, many years ago, we had 
the foresight to recognize that we 
needed a platform that would allow 
us to consistently manage customer 
experience across hotels,” recalls 
Geraldine Calpin. “Because there's 
nothing worse than getting a great 
digital experience in one hotel, 
and then you go into the next one, 
and it’s not there. So, many years 
ago, we invested in one consistent 
Property Management System (PMS). 
That means that when we make 
digital innovations, they’re available 
everywhere, at any of our hotels, 
anywhere in the world.”

This combination of digital 
experience with a focus on traditional 
fundamentals such as customer 
service has come to define Geraldine’s 
approach. “I often say that with physical 
and digital, one plus one equals three. 
What that means is we can give you 
a better physical experience, a better 
hospitality experience, through your 
digital device. When you walk into 
the room, it will be pre-set to the 
temperature that we know that you've 
told us you like. Physical and digital  
are working together to enhance  
the complete experience.”

Hilton Worldwide 
Platforming for success

5000+ Hotels

103 Countries

1 PMS
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You’ve got to take 
what you know about 
the customer and use 
that understanding to 
provide more value 
than anyone else. 
I think that holds 
true for any internet 
company now. 
Andre Azer
StudentUniverse

Future of Travel
The right data and the right technology



Jamie Cole, VP Digital & Ecommerce 
at Mandarin Oriental, agrees, sharing 
a personal story of how the interplay 
between a common PMS and great 
service from hotel staff enabled an 
unexpected and delightful customer 
experience. “I was staying in our 
Shanghai property and they had 
put a lovely bowl of fruit in my room, 
but I wanted cherries. So I found a 
supermarket, bought a punnet, and 
picked at them in my room while I was 
there. Two weeks later I was at our 
property in Barcelona and there was 
a bowl of cherries in my room. That’s 
amazing, how did they do that? Of 
course in the back-end that’s enabled 
because we have a global guest 
database, but it would have been the 
housekeeper who noticed. That’s 
about the technology allowing our 
people to enhance our service.” 

For Ray Rambin, Director of Conversion 
Optimization at Spirit Airlines, the 
interplay of data and technology is 
improving all phases of the customer 
experience. “We’re launching new 
kiosks featuring new hardware and 
software in airports, so customers 
can self-tag and get boarding passes. 
We’re looking at the usability of 
every screen to make the complete 

end-to-end flow – from point of 
purchase, to on-plane, to off-plane – 
completely seamless. We’re looking  
at all those points of friction and trying 
to figure out how does technology 
help alleviate those issues?”

Andre Azer, VP Marketing, 
StudentUniverse, sees the value of 
data and technology as enabling 
better interaction between brands and 
customers. “You have to take what you 
know about the customer and use that 
understanding to provide more value 
than anyone else. I think that holds true 
for any internet company now - it’s 
not just a travel specific thing. But in 
travel I think it’s even more powerful 
because of how much potential we 
have to customize experiences. Using 
a traveler’s past purchase behavior and 
current trends, we can create a profile 
and anticipate what they want before 
they even know they want it.  We’re in 
the infancy of all of this today and we 
haven’t reached that level yet, but we’ll 
get there.”



A common complaint across the travel 
industry is that brands have a wealth of 
offline data, but only limited capacity 
to use it online. In order to resolve 
this issue, businesses need a clear 
understanding of how they want to 
integrate and utilize their data, which 
can then inform their choice of data 
infrastructure. “We see issues with 
data integration a lot, where everything 
is very siloed and it’s hard to get that 
full rounded marketing view of how 
everything is performing,” says Kristin 
Ravesloot, SVP Optimization & UX 
at Multiplica. “I think that’s a problem 
that exists not only in travel, but in all 
verticals. You want to see interaction 
and engagement across all your 
platforms.”

Sounding a cautionary note, Arthur 
Chapin, SVP Global Product & Design 
at Expedia, stresses that it’s vital that a 
brand’s focus remains in the right place. 
“The key is to stay focused on the 
user problem and that’s where a lot of 
people go wrong, using technology for 
technology’s sake. If what you’re doing 
doesn’t do a great job of solving a real 
problem that customers have, then I 
think it can be a distraction.”

The key is to stay focused 
on the user problem 
and that’s where a lot 
of people go wrong, 
using technology for 
technology’s sake.

Arthur Chapin
Expedia

Future of Travel
The right data and the right technology
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We see issues with 
data integration a lot, 
where everything 
is very siloed and 
it’s hard to get 
that full rounded 
marketing view of 
how everything is 
performing. 
Kristen Ravesloot
Multiplica



Applying data in personalization 
and business intelligence

By implementing a robust data 
strategy businesses have all 
the insight they need to deliver 
segmented content through a 
personalization platform. To do this, 
they need to compile their data 
into a single source of truth and 
then have the right tools in place to 
deliver data-informed experiences 
at scale. While first-party customer 
data and on-device data collection 
make up the majority of this 
segmentable information, these can 
be augmented using surveys and 
polls to generate additional insight 
into customer trends and behaviors.

Taking the example of an airline, 
these businesses tend to have 
strong data collection through 
their loyalty programs for existing 
customers, but the picture for 
new and non-customers is less 
complete. Moreover, valuable 
contextual data such as passport 
expiry dates and related preference 
information such as hotel loyalty 
membership may be missing 
altogether, or trapped in the 'travel 
data store' pictured here.

Future of Travel
Applying data in personalization and business intelligence
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Airline spotlight: Connecting data silos  
with a personalization platform



Once the data is integrated into a single 
architecture, the challenge is one of 
execution - how do you identify and 
grasp the new opportunities made 
possible? 

With the implementation of a 
personalization platform, brands can 
start to understand and act upon the 
characteristics of potentially valuable 
segments such as non-purchasers, using  
data points including favored destination, 
size of family, baggage preferences and 
preferred class of travel. This data can 
be put to work customizing the user 
experience to increase the quality of 
interaction and create a greater impetus 
towards purchase.  

“Most businesses understand the value 
of tactics such as social proof, which in 
the context of travel could mean showing 
the number of people currently looking at 
a holiday,” says Gabriella Pitt, travel expert 
at Qubit. “When richer data becomes 
available, it’s possible to refine the 
conversation even further by highlighting 
similarities in prior purchase behavior, or 
modifying language to reflect whether 
the customer is a family or solo traveler.”
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Atle Skalleberg of Flight Centre 
believes that Business Intelligence (BI) 
tools have come a long way in terms 
of their suitability for personalization. 
“The way we now look at manipulation 
layers on top of the data is much more 
advanced. BI tools are way ahead of 
where we were three years ago. We 
have much more actionable data at  
our disposal.”

In addition to the right technology, it’s 
vital to have the right team to deliver 
digital transformation. Atle continues, 
“We’re investing in the right people 
and structures, such as our digital 
commerce centre of excellence in 
Boston. We want to build a renewed 
organization that can handle the next 
generation of AI.”

Future of Travel
Applying data in personalization and business intelligence



A deeper understanding of the customer allows tactics 
such as social proof to be more personalized
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Feature  

Getting handy with 
personalization
Once a business decides to embrace 
personalization, they need to know how to 
manage it. For one of Qubit’s airline customers 
there are two processes for prioritizing efforts.

The first is an online submission form,  
which is much like a data-driven creative  
brief. The second is a prioritization table  
used to calculate an average score based on:  
revenue impact, CX impact, feasibility and  
size of audience.  

The introduction of resources like this are part 
of our ongoing relationship with this business. 
Other activities include workshops, building 
out new types of personas and quarterly 
business reviews.

Future of Travel
Feature: Getting handy with personalization



Revenue impact    CX impact    Feasibility    Size of audience

Prioritized ranking for each idea submitted via the personalization form

New nav CTA's

Booking widget

Free visa

Hero image checklist

Move ancillaries

O+D pages

Featured fares

Destination feature page

Add a title for subscription

Add complimentary services tab

Search flights prompt

Flash sale timer

Pre-flight lounge payment

Miles redemption event



Understanding the role 
of mobile innovation

“Mobile commerce definitely has 
restrictions. Smaller screens and no 
browser tabs for easy comparison. 
It’s the opposite of how shoppers like 
to do things on desktop,” says Carlos 
Faxas of Air Canada. In his view, mobile 
is effective for managing travel, but in 
the main provides an inferior booking 
experience. “For some travelers the 
small screen can be overwhelming, 
which makes trust particularly important. 
On desktop you have loads of tabs open 
trying to find the best deal. It’s much 
harder on mobile. We strive to be clear. 
Highlighting the information that is most 
useful - not throwing the kitchen sink  
at users.”

On the other hand, mobile can be 
an excellent booking channel for 
customers who have regular or 
predictable travel needs. Atle Skalleberg 
of Flight Centre observes that, “For 
browsing complex purchases with lots 
of rich data and content, mobile isn’t 
so great. But for high frequency, simple 
transactions with known dates and 
known implications, it’s perfect.”

Atle continues, “The SAM app for 
corporate travellers is a great use of 
chat bots as it concerns lots of ‘known’ 
information. Corporate travel patterns 

are more predictable, with specific 
destinations and need for information, 
such as weather conditions, schedules 
and local options. So while we are not 
personalizing cross channel, we do see 
different velocity rates of innovation 
for different audiences, based on the 
business model. In pockets and within 
brands, we are best in class.”

In the airline space, Carlos is particularly 
excited about the possibility of pairing 
user mobile devices with onboard 
seat-back TVs. “From your smartphone, 
we have a strong idea about who the 
traveller is and where they’re going. Say 
their flight is Tokyo to Toronto to New 
York. How can we help them during 
that middle connection? Our vision is 
to use the seat TV to offer a restaurant 
recommendation, a quick sightseeing 
option or a hotel.”

Companies such as Air Canada would 
do this by pairing the seat back TV with 
the traveler’s smart phone. Android in 
particular makes it possible to embed 
an application that talks to the inflight 
entertainment system so that the airline 
could identify the user with a high level 
of confidence.

Future of Travel
Understanding the role of mobile innovation
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Flight Centre have developed SAM for corporate travel



Capitalizing on AI

AI is a broad term and the applications 
of AI are equally broad. Its uses within 
the travel industry include personalizing 
content, language processing (both 
written and spoken), dynamic pricing and 
powering customer service chat bots.

The main concern revealed by the 
brands we spoke to is how to use AI to 
drive efficiency without compromising 
the sense of human interaction that 
is so crucial to customer service. Our 
contributors don’t want to see machines 
make the process of researching, 
buying and experiencing travel more 
mechanical. Rather, they describe the 
potential of the technology in very human 
terms, emphasizing its ability to make 
travel ‘fun’, to ‘surprise and delight’,  
and to ‘make customers happy’.

Although AI is a highly specialized area, 
Arthur Chapin says that at Expedia, 
everyone is cognizant of the importance 
of this technology. “We have data science 
and machine learning teams, but building 
those capabilities into our products is 
pretty much everyone’s job. We use 
natural language processing in our search 
box to handle real-world user queries, 
and we’re constantly learning how to 
surface offers and other options for users 
when they’re in their shopping path. It’s 
all defined and driven by the data that 

we gather about on-site behavior and 
how we can use that to predict and 
influence their next steps. Whether it’s 
a new product, or responding to signs 
of frustration in the user journey, we 
want to help customers throughout 
their shopping journey.”

For Amir Segall at Hotel Tonight,  
AI is just another tool for the brand 
to leverage in the search for better, 
more efficient customer experiences. 
“The real promise of machines in the 
research phase of travel is to more 
quickly match customers with the 
right product and curtail what is today 
a lengthy and inefficient process,” 
he explains. “Having to re-acquire 
customers time and again as they 
move towards conversion is costly 
and signals a sub-optimal customer 
experience. There’s not one silver 
bullet solution to this, but machines are 
already helping travel firms come up 
with the answers.”

Future of Travel
Capitalizing on AI
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We have data 
science and machine 
learning teams, 
but building those 
capabilities into our 
products is pretty 
much everyone’s job.
Arthur Chapin
Expedia



The role of AI in 
customer service

In 2014, price comparison site 
Skyscanner was among the first to 
integrate its flight search API with 
Amazon’s cloud-based voice service 
Alexa. Skyscanner said this was a step 
on the way to becoming a ‘digital 
travel buddy’ using voice and gesture 
control to understand customer 
behavior, anticipate demand and 
make bookings automatically. Other 
brands in the travel space are also 
preparing for the advent of advanced 
digital assistants, with Virgin Holidays 
expecting conversational commerce 
and chatbots to gain traction within 
the next three to four years. In 
preparation, Virgin Holidays has built 
a conversational online prototype and 
a voice-driven app on Alexa to test 
consumer appetite and comfort in 
using AI-driven tools.

Two airlines pushing ahead are Dutch 
budget carrier Transavia and its 
compatriot flag carrier KLM. Both have 
developed Facebook Messenger chat 
bot prototypes which make it possible 
to search and book flights without ever 
interacting with a human being. These 
pioneering conversational interfaces 
have been designed to mimic as 
closely as possible what it would be 
like getting answers from a real person.

Carlos Faxas at Air Canada sees AI as 
creating more options for customer 
service, whether it’s in messenger, chat 
bot or digital assistant. “Historically, you 
would have to phone up the contact 
center or go the airport. But what if you 
just want to check an airline’s baggage 
policy? A chat bot can do that faster. 
You don’t need to wait. Our appetite 
for waiting is becoming less and less 
and less. At the end of the day, the 
customer won’t say, wow, they’re using 
AI - they’ll just say that’s great CX!”

At the end of the day, the 
customer won’t say, wow, 
they’re using AI - they’ll just 
say that’s great CX!

Carlos Faxas
Air Canada

Future of Travel
The role of AI in customer service
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Other operators are less bullish about 
automation, and stress that human 
beings still have a major advantage 
outside of the limited scenarios in 
which artificial intelligence currently 
excels. “Bookings with lots of known 
factors are becoming increasingly easy 
to automate, but there’s still plenty 
of value in human intelligence,” says 
Atle Skalleberg. “For example, with 
complex bookings like honeymoons or 
multi-destination trips, real intelligence 
will beat artificial intelligence. We also 
know the value of human interaction 
because conversion rates and NPS 
scores are higher instore than online.”

Likewise, Amir Segall at HotelTonight 
explains that while the brand sees 
the value in offering chat as a new 
communication channel, they aren’t 
sold on the idea of doing so with bots. 
“We decided to launch our chat service 
with humans. The big challenge we 
are having right now is ramping that up 
because there’s very strong demand. 
We’re trying to automate, to create 
tools that humans can use to automate 
some of the requests being made. 
Whether that turns into chatbots 
remains to be seen, but it’s highly 
unlikely. My experience with chatbots 
so far has not been great.”

Summing up the dichotomy between 
scalable automation and the human 
touch, Geraldine Calpin at Hilton 
believes that brands have to tread a 
fine line. “When it comes to man vs 
machine or art vs science, I think you've 
got to balance the two. I think of it as 
being data directed, not data driven. 
If you're data driven, you will go after 
the very last piece of ROI. In our world, 
we’re in the business of serving people. 
We all want to be talked to as human 
beings, so there's got to be a bit of a 
balance.”

With complex bookings 
like honeymoons or 
multi-destination trips, 
real intelligence will beat 
artificial intelligence

Atle Skalleberg
Flight Centre



Travel is a diverse sector containing many types of customer 
interaction. Our contributors have their own challenges and 
opportunities to address but over the course of our discussions,  
some common themes did emerge:

Travel businesses agree that they need to be on top of their data, online 
and offline, and have right the infrastructure in place to make customer 
insights actionable. Most consider travel as ripe for personalization, with 
rich user data opening up the potential for uniquely tailored purchase 
experiences that respond to all of a customer’s preferences.

This personalization lives both online, but also in terms of specific apps 
targeted for specific audiences. Mobile is still a work in progress for most 
booking scenarios, but there’s huge potential for product development 
to make the end-to-end travel experience as seamless as possible. 

Finally, AI and machine learning promise to transform many aspects of 
the industry, from marketing optimization to call center support, but 
brands are keen to retain the human touch in their customer service.

In part two, we’ll be looking in detail at specific tactics and approaches 
some of the world’s biggest travel businesses are using right now as 
they embark on their own digital transformations.

Book 1: Summary
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Qubit is the leader in highly persuasive personalization at scale. 

Award-winning brands in retail, travel and gaming work with Qubit 
to transform the way they understand and influence their customers. 
Companies including Emirates, Thomas Cook, NH Hotels, Tui and 
Jet2 use the Qubit personalization platform to increase revenue, 
build loyalty and significantly improve their marketing efficiency. 
Every week Qubit is used to personalize approximately $600 million 
in online sales.

Headquartered in London, the company has offices across Europe 
and the US. 

For more information, visit: qubit.com

Future of Travel
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